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1 Introduction So far, the passivated emitter and rear 
contact (PERC) cell, first introduced by Blakers et al. [1], 
is one of the most intensely investigated silicon solar cell 
concepts. Among other things it is characterized by a  
locally opened dielectric passivation layer on the rear side, 
resulting in very low surface recombination velocity, high  
internal reflectivity, and local Al contact formation. An 
ideally formed local contact is filled with an Al/Si eutectic 
and features a homogeneously formed local back surface 
field (LBSF), responsible for the passivation of the local 
contact area. Under certain conditions the eutectic is  
missing and the so-called “voids” are formed (see Fig. 4). 
These “voids” were observed first and investigated in more 
detail by Urrejola et al. [2]. Previous studies concerning 
void formation dealt e.g. with the impact of contact geo-
metry and contact opening technique, paste composition, 

firing conditions and post laser treatment [3–12]. Additio-
nally, an insufficient surface wetting during contact forma-
tion process has been discussed as an essential origin of 
void formation [13, 14]. 

Within this work for the first time the Al contact  
formation and in particular the void formation are traced 
back to the density variation of an Al melt and its corre-
sponding volume variation [15] and stress relief mecha-
nisms of Al–Si alloy particles involving a creep or crack-
ing of particles as described in [16], whereas the extent of 
volume variation depends on the temperature and the Si 
content in the melt. 

Based on these findings some discrepancies in establish-
ed theses concerning void formation are discussed. Addi-
tionally, the results of scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM) and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) 

The reduction of void formation in local Al contact structures
is of high interest in studies dealing with passivated emitter
and rear contact (PERC) solar cells. So far, several processing
parameters and their impact on local contact formation were
investigated in detail. However, up to now density variation
of Al in dependence on temperature and Si content in the melt
were not taken into account as a principal reason for void
formation. In this context the current assumption of a constant
volume of the Al paste particles is discussed in more detail.
Based on the results of energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy,
void formation implies either an expansion of paste particles
or their burst during contact formation. 
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on characteristic voids are implemented in a new working 
hypothesis concerning void formation. 

 
2 Variation of Al density with temperature and 

Si content A density value of 2.7 g/cm3 is found in litera-
ture for solid Al at room temperature. However, during  
co-firing in the solar cell fabrication process the melting 
point of pure Al (Tmelt = 660 °C) is exceeded significantly 
reaching peak temperatures Tpeak in the range of 750 to 
880 °C. Schmitz et al. investigated the density variation of 
an Al melt in dependence of Si content (0–50%) and tem-
perature [15]. In this section the experimental results of 
Schmitz et al. are discussed. 

For the Al melt a considerable drop in density is given 
with increasing temperature, generating an increase of vol-
ume (in the following termed as “volume effect”). For pure 
Al a density of 2.36 g/cm3 at 750 °C is estimated from 
Fig. 1 in [15]. This corresponds to a reduction of density 
during transition from solid phase to melt of 0.34 g/cm3, i.e. 
an increase of volume of 12.6%. 

However, no pure Al is involved in the contact forma-
tion process, as – according to the Al/Si phase diagram of 
Murray et al. – the Si content in the melt increases with 
temperature [17]. Assuming a Si content of 20% in the 
melt, a density of 2.44 g/cm3 is estimated at a constant 
temperature of 750 °C (Fig. 1 in [15]). Hence, the drop in 
density i.e. the “volume effect” is reduced by a higher Si 
content in the melt at the same temperature. Until reaching 
Tpeak, density reduction is lowered by simultaneous in-
crease of Si content in the melt, as described by the Al/Si 
phase diagram. However, at Tpeak the melt is characterized 
by the lowest density value during the contact formation 
process, maximizing the “volume effect”. 

The data of Schmitz et al. give an additional aspect for 
a phenomenon observed in several studies: a reduction of 
void formation was achieved by adding Si to the original 
paste [6, 18, 19]. So far, only the effect of the reduced Si 
concentration gradient between Si and Al-paste leading to 
a lower amount of Si, dissolving in the Al/Si melt, is taken 
into account. However it does not explain why the voids 
nevertheless form. 

Here the aforementioned reduction of the “volume ef-
fect” from solid phase to liquid phase, and vice versa, due 
to higher Si content in the paste matrix comes into play and 
acts as an additional explanation. However, a Si content in 
the paste higher than 12% increases the paste resistivity 
significantly [20] and has to be avoided.  

 
3 Stress-relief mechanisms of Al–Si alloy parti-

cles Storaska et al. demonstrated in their study, that high 
stress, caused by the expanding melt in the paste particle, 
lead to a uniform creek of the oxide shell [16]. This creek 
balances the volume increase due to density variation by 
melting of an Al-alloy. However, if the oxide shell con-
tains defects (e.g. thinner oxide), the stress will lead to a 
crack at these weakened spots, resulting in a partially ejec-
tion of the liquid melt of the paste particles. Small drops 

nearby the particle have been indicated by Storoska et al. 
using in-situ electron microscopy measurements. 

To the authors’ knowledge, so far these results of  
Stroroska et al. have been not discussed with respect to 
void formation. 

 
4 Void formation – discrepancies in established 

hypotheses Urrejola et al. explained the formation of 
voids by the “Kirkendall effect”, which is based on a differ-
ing diffusivity of the involved atoms [2]. The classical ex-
periment refers to solid diffusion solely [21], which is not 
given during contact formation process. However, liquids 
show different diffusivities as well, forming pores (diffu-
sion porosity) due to condensed excess vacancies which 
are not compensated by the liquid flow. In literature these 
voids are termed as another characteristic for the Kirken-
dall effect [22, 23]. Discussing void formation in PV, it has 
to be carefully distinguished, which phenomenon is the ap-
propriate one. 

So far, a constant volume of the Al paste particles is 
expected during the complete contact formation process 
[24, 25]. It was argued that shape and volume of the single 
paste particles were kept stable by a thin surrounding oxide 
shell. Furthermore, it was assumed that the dissolved Si of 
the local contact areas is incorporated in the Al paste par-
ticles [25, 26]. However, as shown in Section 3 of this 
work, a constant particle volume requires that during heat-
ing up the expanding Al requires that either the paste parti-
cles themselves expand to cover the Al with its larger  
volume, or if the AlOx shell breaks Al spills out of the par-
ticles forming new or larger Al particles. In all cases the 
paste matrix volume is increased, and only this allows  
generating the voids in the contact area where after cool-
down Si and/or Al/Si eutectic is missing. 

It has to be emphasized that the density variation of 
12.6% from solid to liquid state cracking the oxide shells 
can lead possibly to a complete spill out of the liquid melt 
out of the paste particles. The generated volume of empty 
paste particles enables a void ratio significantly higher than 
12.6%. 

Urrejola stated that the missing Si in the contact area 
could be found in a thin layer beneath the Al paste matrix 
[18]. 

In the following the above mentioned topics will be 
discussed in more detail, focusing on the question of the 
disposition of Al and Si atoms after contact formation. 

5 Experimental results 
5.1 Sample configuration The local Al contacts 

under investigation are found in standard PERC type solar 
cells (170 μm thick p-type Cz–Si with specific resistivity 
of 2–3  cm). The solar cells feature a homogeneous n+ 
emitter on the front side (Rsheet = 60 /sq) passivated by a 
stack of thermally grown SiO2 and a SiNx :H layer grown 
via plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD). 
The dielectric stack on the rear side consists of an Al2O3 
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and a SiNx :H layer stack. The locally opened contact  
area has a width of 40 μm directly after laser ablation (ps 
pulsed laser) and a pitch of 1.1 mm. Front and rear side 
contacts were screen printed using commercially available 
Ag and Al pastes, respectively. Contact formation was car-
ried out during a co-firing process in a belt furnace. 

 

5.2 Al, Si and Al/Si eutectic in local contacts In 
general, application of scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM) allows investigating the different local contacts, as 
already shown by other authors [18, 27.]. Very detailed 
studies of about 220 local contacts by SEM demonstrated a 
reproducible void size and depth, depending on paste, con-
tact geometry and temperature [28]. 

Within the current work a local contact, partially filled 
with eutectic (see Fig. 1) and a void (see Fig. 2) are investi-
gated in more detail by energy dispersive X-ray spectro-
scopy (EDX). The aim is to determine where the Al from 
the paste particles that is replaced by Si can be found after 
contact formation. 

The blue line in Fig. 1 symbolizes the LBSF of the 
“partially filled contact”, which is not visible in form of a 
contrast variation in that image due to the choice of the de-
tector. According to the binary Al/Si phase diagram, the 
LBSF consists of epitaxially grown, Al-doped Si ( -Si) 
with a maximum Al concentration of 0.016% [17]. Typi-
cally, the thickness of a LBSF is in the range of several 
micrometers. Both, the low Al content of the LBSF and its 
small thickness compared to the total contact depth indi-
cate an insignificant amount of Al that is incorporated here 
compared to the amount of Al replaced by Si in the Al par-
ticles. 

EDX measurements on the marked positions 1–3 in 
Fig. 1 disclose the composition of the material of such a 
partially filled contact. Measurement pos. 1 (columnar 
structure at the bottom) and measurement pos. 2 show a 
very high Al-concentration of 96 at% and 100 at%, whe-
reas the concentration of Si in pos. 1 is 1.4 at%, that of O is 
2.6 at%. 

The formation of such Al-rich structures is originated 
in the existence of a hypoeutectic melt in the contact area.  
 

 
Figure 1 Contact partially filled with eutectic featuring columnar 
structures on the bottom. EDX measurements were carried out in 
the marked spots. 

 
Figure 2 Cross-sectional view of a void, featuring a thin layer 
beneath the Al paste matrix. Some remaining eutectic is detect-
able at both edges of the void (red circles). 
 
During cool-down, so called -Al primary crystals grow in 
the liquid melt [17]. According to the Al/Si phase diagram, 
this Al-rich melt solidifies at higher temperature than  
the melt with a higher amount of Si, as indicated in  
pos. 3 (Al = 88 at%, Si = 8.9 at%, O = 3 at%). However, 
the volume of these Al-rich structures is too small to con-
tain all Al atoms replaced by Si in the paste particles. 

A second characteristic of voids is shown in Fig. 2. At 
both edges of the void, directly beneath the Al paste, voids 
feature some eutectic (red circles in Fig. 2). This pheno-
menon has been already shown by other authors [18, 27]. 
Once again, the small volume of this eutectic is not suffi-
cient to incorporate all the Al atoms which are removed 
from the paste particles. 

All investigated voids showed a thin layer beneath the 
Al paste matrix (see Fig. 2), which was not detectable at 
local contacts filled with an eutectic. 

To determine the chemical composition of this thin 
layer, a freestanding layer (layer thickness of 100 nm to 
150 nm) was prepared by focused ion beam (FIB) and  
investigated by high resolution transmission electron mi-
croscopy (HRTEM). Figure 3 (left) shows the TEM image 
of that freestanding layer (top view) and the result of the 
corresponding spatially resolved EDX measurement (Fig. 3, 
right). 

 

 
Figure 3 TEM image of a freestanding thin layer (top view) on 
the left. Remaining paste particles marked in black. The freestand-
ing layer under investigation is marked in red. Right: corresponding 
spatially resolved EDX measurement. 
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Figure 4 SEM image of an Al-paste matrix located directly abo-
ve the void. The red arrows indicate some paste particles burst 
during contact formation. 

 
An overlay of the signal intensities of Al (red), Si 

(green) and O (blue) shows a uniform distribution of these 
elements within the area under investigation (rectangle, 
marked in red). The dominating elements of the layer are 
Al (26 at%), Si (7 at%), and O (21.8 at%). High amounts 
of C (13.5 at%) Ga (10.9 at%) Cu (16.1 at%) and other 
elements are originated in the sample preparation and the 
measurement set up. However, even if Al is the main com-
ponent of the layer, a thickness of about 150 nm cannot 
contain a sufficiently high amount of Al atoms, replaced 
by Si in the paste particles. In contrast to Urrejola [18], this 
measurement demonstrates that the missing Si of the con-
tact area is not located underneath the local contact. Großer 
et al. investigated such a thin layer in filled contacts and at-
tributed it to an oxide layer (thickness 25 nm) comparable 
to that of the paste particles [27]. 

Additionally, Fig. 3 (right) reveals an incorporation of 
Si in the remaining paste particles which is in good agree-
ment with other studies, investigating the lateral diffusion 
of Si into the paste particles in more detail [29, 30]. 

Obviously, no significant incorporation of Al or Si  
takes place in -Al, -Si (LBSF), in the remaining eutectic 
within a void, or in the thin layer beneath the Al paste  
matrix. According to the studies of density variation, the 
volume of the paste particles needs to increase by about 
10%. This increase in volume of the Al paste particles is 
not detectable by SEM imaging since a measurement of 
one and the same paste particle before and directly after 
contact formation is technically not feasible. On the other 
hand, if the expansion of paste particles is restricted by the 
surrounding oxide layer, a burst of the particles is assumed. 
SEM images taken at voids (e.g. Fig. 4) give a first hint 
that this can occur during contact formation. The red ar-
rows indicate some of the cracked paste particles. The melt, 
leaking from the cracked particles, might either form new 
particles or enlarge the existing ones. 

 
6 Conclusion Within this work it was shown that the 

explanation of void formation by the Kirkendall effect 
might be misleading since the classical experiment refers 
to solid diffusion only. However, the coagulation of small 
pores in liquids, forming voids, is termed as Kirkendall  

effect also. An exact differentiation is needed in this con-
text. Additionally, explanations have been found in literature 
and have been assigned to void formation for the first time. 

A decrease in density of Al with increasing tempera-
ture, corresponding to an increase in volume, was elabo-
rated as crucial factor during contact formation process of 
PERC solar cells. This “volume effect” depends on tem-
perature and Si content in the melt. A higher Si content re-
duces the volume effect and thus the formation of voids 
can be reduced by adding Si to the Al paste. 

The existence of voids demonstrates that the dissolved 
Si together with all the Al is located in the Al paste matrix, 
i.e. in the particles surrounded by an AlOx shell, except the 
part of each element found in -Si, eutectic and -Al. 

However, according to the Al/Si phase diagram, no 
significant amount of Al can be found in the local BSF  
( -Si). EDX measurements on partially filled contacts con-
firm that neither in the -Al nor in the thin layer located 
beneath the Al paste matrix a sufficient number of Al or Si 
atoms is incorporated to explain the void formation. Hence, 
the established assumption of a constant volume of paste 
particles has to be questioned. 

Based on these results a new working hypothesis con-
cerning void formation is elaborated. Void formation  
requires a spatial expansion of the paste particles to take up 
the missing material from the local contact area. If the ex-
pansion is restricted by the thin surrounding oxide layer 
around the particles, or the oxide shell contain defects, a 
burst of paste particles is assumed, involving a leak of the 
melt and, e.g., the formation of new paste particles as al-
ready shown in other studies. 

In conclusion, the occurrence of voids can only be 
fully avoided by adding so much Si to the Al-paste parti-
cles that the “volume effect” does not come into play. On 
the other hand, a high amount of Si (>12%) will lead to a 
significant increase of paste resistivity. Hence, a reason-
able compromise has to be found. 
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